
 My attention to detail; I can pick up
subtle changes and details that
others might miss & I have a good
memory 

My perseverance; I really give
everything 'a go', even difficult
things

If I really enjoy something, I can stick
with it & focus for hours!

My creativity; I have a great
imagination, and like to play out
scenes from Star Wars & other
favourite stories

Kindness; I am a really good friend -
I care for my friends & look out for
them. I like to make them laugh &
give the best hugs!

 My sensitivity; I am perceptive to
other's emotions & want to help if
someone is hurt or struggling.

 

watching videos of my favourite gamers playing my
favourite games.

playing on my Nintendo Switch, especially Super Mario,
Roblox and Minecraft 

Star Wars - reading, watching & pretend playing  

my favourite TV shows are Octonauts & The Odd Squad

playing in the sandpit, and  water play  

Japanese food, egg & bacon rolls & chocolate milkshake

spending the weekend having play-dates with my friends &
movie nights with my family

I am interested in the topic

It can be related to my interests

 I am given information in multiple ways 

Visual aides, like timers & schedules are used 

I can use technology

I am encouraged & praised for good work or effort

I can experience success

The environment is quiet & ordered 

I am distracted by lots of activity, movement or noise

I am tired or anxious or feel pressured

I have to sit for a long time

Lots of information or many instructions are given at once

I find the topic 'boring' or 'hard'

I am expected to write a lot of text 

I am not given enough time 

Things I am good at...

I am passionate about.... 

I learn best when....

I don't work well when...

a loveable kid & a real character!

a 'people person' who loves being
with others

 inquisitive & enjoy learning 

I am: 

 

My Family

My Mum, Margaret, my Dad, David, my
younger brother, Graham, & our dogs,
Finn & Meg.
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